Create A Lifetime Treasure

Let’s Create a Lifetime Treasure

There are many ways to turn your photographs into a custom wooden jigsaw puzzle and we’re ready to work with you to create the perfect design. Let’s begin by thinking outside the box! We’ve designed collages using much more than photos — theater tickets, currency, wine labels,
brochures, maps, invitations... we’ve even scanned real heather to surround a castle! What can we utilize to make your custom puzzle extra special?
Sometimes a project calls for original hand-painted artwork. We have several Stave artists ready to create an original painting just for you. Working from
your suggestions, photographs and our imaginations, we’ll design a scene with the elements you want and the colors and edge style that will make
the perfect custom jigsaw puzzle. The possibilities are truly endless!


Now, let’s get personal! It’s time to select the silhouette pieces you would like crafted into the puzzle. These can be as simple as names and dates or as
specific as a long-haired, teenage girl playing soccer. These are the pieces that reflect the puzzler’s interests, hobbies, family, pets, favorite places, and
activities and let them know this puzzle was created especially for them. Be as imaginative as you want. We can do just about anything!

From the proposal to the anniversary, and all the special
moments in between, let us help you commemorate them all.

Custom jigsaw puzzles soar
to new heights of artistry
in the hands of a Stave crafter...
the possibilities are endless!

Here’s How It Works!
1. Gather your photos, cards, digital images
or other special memorabilia.
2. Imagine what personal silhouettes (names,
dates, special shapes) you’ll want crafted
into the puzzle.
3. To start the collaboration process on your
special project call 802-295-5200 or email
info@stave.com.
4. We’ll guide you through the remaining steps
to make your dream puzzle come to life.
It’s that easy!

Sometimes the edge treatment we’ll
create is obvious before we even begin the
design. With this puzzle, it was clear by the
photographs just what that edge should be.

Have Ideas of Your Own?

Give us a buzz... we’re here to help!

802-295-5200 or info@stave.com
Sometimes a simple and understated edge
treatment allows the photo to come to life.
Did you notice the setting sun and
stars sculpted into the sky?

Graphically placed personalization can make
a great addition to any custom puzzle.

Each puzzle is meticulously cut one piece at
a time on our beautiful cherry-backed wood.

Whether it’s a 30th, 50th or 90th birthday,
Stave can help make any milestone
occasion extra fun and memorable. We’ll
design a custom puzzle for the recipient
using your ideas and a collection of
photos and other mementos cherished
over the years. Imagine their delight as
they see the puzzle come to life piece
by piece! Our custom crafted heirloomquality puzzles are the perfect gift for
the person who has everything.

“To all involved in fulfilling my
recent custom puzzle order,
WOW! It exceeded all
expectations and the
entire family was delighted.”

		— S.B., New York, NY

A unique twist on a family tree!
Let us help you create an heirloomquality gift that will be treasured by
generations for years to come .

Look at what happens when
a Stave artist turns your photo
into a hand-painted piece of art.

Sometimes a project calls for original hand-painted
artwork. We have several Stave artists ready to create
an original painting just for you. Working from your
suggestions, photographs, and our imaginations,
we’ll design a scene with the elements you want
and the colors and edge style that will make the
perfect custom jigsaw puzzle.

“Just wanted you to know how
much we love our custom puzzle.
You did a fantastic job. It is truly
something we will have forever.”
		— N.N., Los Angeles, CA

Is it a large family gathering,
or a trip around the world?
We can help you capture
the entire experience!

Have Ideas of Your Own?

Give us a buzz... we’re here to help!

802-295-5200 or info@stave.com

Do you think this is a photograph of someone’s bulletin board? Think again! Our talented team of graphic
artists digitally created the wood frame and corkboard
background. Even the pins that hold the photos were
digitally created! Let us forever pin your favorite photos!

No adventure would be complete without capturing every little detail of your
vacation in a Stave puzzle. Whether by land, by sea, or by air, we can re-create your journey! In this Galapagos inspired puzzle
we not only included photos they took from each island, we also mapped out the route of their travels. Pop-up pieces and a
double-decker layer can add even more challenge and whimsy!

There are no straight
edges here!
Let us take your next
project to a whole new
level with a highly irregular
edge that will delight
and excite any puzzler!

Want to highlight a single photo?
Let us turn it into a puzzle
that will make you say,
“WOW!”

Sometimes a design calls for a clever combination
of Stave original artwork and your photos.

TURN YOUR FAMILY PHOTOS INTO A

Special Gift!

Standard - Our normal piece size.

Beautiful, yet challenging. Traditional puzzles are crafted in this size
unless otherwise requested. About 2 pieces per square inch.

We’ll help you create a one-of-a-kind
puzzle that is as unforgettable as it is unique.
Perfect for birthdays, anniversaries, weddings,
and holiday gift giving.
802-295-5200
info@stave.com

pieces shown are actual size

Mini - Want an extra challenge?

Go for the gusto! Mini size is approximately 3 pieces per square
inch. Only available in Nightmare cutting style.

call for pricing

pieces shown are actual size

Grandé - Need larger pieces?

Perfect for younger or less agile puzzlers.

Cutting Styles

call for pricing

Stave offers three distinct cutting styles
for Traditional puzzles.
Fantasy - semi-circles and arrow
interlocks; don’t be fooled by the
larger pieces in this cutting style.
It’s no easier to put together. Classic - our standard cutting
Fantasy is available in Standard, style with heart-shaped interlocks.
Our crafters strive for two pieces
Grandé or Guestbook.
per square inch. Classic is available

pieces shown are actual size

Guestbook - Have a special occasion?

Party On! Guestbook pieces are the perfect size
to sign or write a message. Also a great size for
corporate team building and retreats!

in Standard, Grandé or Guestbook.

Nightmare - semi-circular
interlocks. Nightmare is

available in Standard, Mini,
Grandé or Guestbook.

call for pricing

Have Ideas of Your Own? Give us a buzz... we’re here to help!
802-295-5200 or info@stave.com

pieces shown are actual size

Guestbook and Favor Puzzles

Wedding gifts and party favors take a playful turn when they are boxes of wooden puzzle pieces. We love working on unique
projects and over the years, we’ve done many! Whether it’s to commemorate a wedding, celebrate a birthday or anniversary,
or to recognize a lifetime achievement, we’ll work with you to create an original and imaginative design. A customized Stave
puzzle also makes the perfect party favor — personalized, crafted by hand, and with a touch of luxury.

Guestbook - Commemorate a Special Occasion!

Party On! Guestbook puzzles have the perfect size pieces for signing
or writing a message on the back. Also a great size for corporate team
building and retreats! Guestbook is available in all three cutting styles;
Classic, Nightmare and Fantasy.
Please add 15% to the price for Fantasy.

Let us help create the perfect puzzle
▴ image
for your next special occasion.

Corporate & Party Favors - thank them in a BIG way!

Corporate and Party Favor puzzles are a fun way to say “thank you” to those who help
you celebrate. Favors can be created from a photograph, any Traditional image Stave
has to offer, or work with our experienced team to design a completely unique gift!
Corporate and Party Favor puzzles are available in orders of 10 or more of the same
puzzle design, and can be personalized with your choice of special silhouettes.

▴

Turn your favorite
photo into a keepsake
for family and friends.

Each Corporate and Party Favor puzzle
will come in our signature blue box
adorned with the color ribbon
of your choice.

802-295-5200

© 2019 Stave Puzzles, Inc., Norwich, Vermont. Stave Puzzles, Inc. owns the copyrights in the puzzle designs, Silhouette
designs, and Custom Edge designs of the puzzles appearing in this mailing. Trick, Monkey Fist, Crazy Claw, Teaser,
Twister, Touzzle, Tumbler, TroubleMaker, Treats, Tidbits, the Clown and Stave are trademarks of Stave Puzzles, Inc.
All puzzle and silhouette designs in this mailing are © Stave Puzzles, Inc.

Pick a beautiful Stave
Traditional image and
turn it into a sweet
memento for guests.

▴

Have Questions ? Let’s Chat!

P.O. Box 329, Norwich, Vermont 05055
www.StavePuzzles.com t. 802-295-5200

